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He felt a slight itch in his stomach. Slowly, he stretched on his back towards the head of the bed so he could lift his head better. He saw that the place that proped him was covered in strange white props. He tried to scratch himself with one leg; but he had to remove it immediately, for the rub caused him
to chew.-I am amazed to rise up early, he said. I don't get enough sleep. There are travellers who live much better. When I return to the foundation in the middle of the morning I return to the foundation to write down the orders, I find them comfortable sitting breakfast. If I, with the boss I have, did the same
thing, I would be fired from the place. What will probably be the best thing that can happen to me. If it weren't for my parents, I would have left for a long time. I would have gone to see the director and told him everything I think. He would fall off the table, the one on which he sat to talk to the employees,
who, because he is deaf, have to come very close to him. But I haven't giving up yet. Once I've lifted the amount needed to pay my parents' debts – about five or six years still — you're going to hear me. Well; but for now, what I must do is get up, that the train leaves five. He turns his eyes to the alarm
clock and looks over the tribe.-Oh my God! He cried out for himself. It was over thirty-six, and the hands kept calm. Actually, it was almost seven minus quarter. Didn't the alarm go down? Out of bed it was seen that it was at four; wherefore, it must have sounded. But was it possible to keep sleeping
despite that sound that even made the furniture tremble? His dream was not silent. But for that reason, he must have ended up sleeping deeper. What can I do now? The next train left on seven departures; to catch him, he shall have to be in a hurry. The sample was not yet packed, and he felt unwilling
himself. Moreover, even if he reached the train, he would not avoid the master's rebuke, for the waiter at the warehouse, who came to the train at five hours, had to have already noticed his lack. The waiter was a minion of the owner, without dignity or consideration. And if I said he was sick, what would
happen? But this, in addition to being very disturbing, would awan suspicion, for Gregory, in the five years he was employed, had never been sick. The manager would come with the Montepío doctor. He would get rid of shame, before the parents, about Gregory's laziness, and refute any objections with
the opinion of the doctor, for whom all men are always healthy and suffering only from horror at work. And the truth is, in this case, his diagnosis wouldn't have been completely unfounded. Except for a certain disintessence, from place to such a prolonged sleep, Gregory honestly feels fine, except very
hungry. As he thought about running, without deciding to stand up, and just as the alarm was at seven minus quarters, they knocked on the door of the bed.-Gregory, his mother's voice said, it's seven minus quarter. What a sweet voice! Gregory was horrified to hear instead of his own, which was the
usual one, but mixed with a pitiful and raucous his, in which the words, initially clear, were then confused and sounded in such a way that one was not sure he had heard them. Gregory would want to give a detailed explanation; but, when he heard his own voice, he said simply, yes, yes. Thank you,
Mother. I get up. Through the wooden door, the transformation of Gregory's voice should not have been noticed, as the mother was reassured by this response and withdrew. But this brief dialogue revealed that Gregory, unlike what is believed, was still at home. The father came in turn, knocking gently
on the door, named Gregory! Gregorio! What is going on? He waited a moment and insisted again and raised his voice: -Gregory! In the mean time, the sister gently asked her: -Gregory, aren't you right? I'm right, Gregory once replied and strived to speak clearly and speak very slowly to disregard the
unusual sound of his voice. The father resumed his breakfast, but the sister continued to whisper:-Open, Gregory, please. Gregory had no intention of opening himself, but congratulated himself on the contrary, with the precautionary measure — contracted in travel — to lock himself in his room at night,
even in his own home. The first thing he had to do was to get up quiet, be dressed without being disturbed and, above all, to have breakfast. Only after the fact would all think of the rest because he realized that in bed he couldn't think clearly. He remembered that on more than one occasion he felt a
vague discomfort in bed, produced, no doubt, by some awkward posture, which was once lifted, quickly dissolved; and was curious to see his imagination fading gradually today. What the change of his voice to do was simply the preliminary for a cold, professional illness of the trading traveller. Putting the
quilt aside was an easy thing. It would be enough to bow a little and the quilt would fall on its own. But the problem was in Gregory's extraordinary width. To join, it could have rested on arms and hands; but instead, he now had numerous bones in constant turmoil and it was impossible for him to control
them. And the thing is, he wanted to join. He stretched forth; Could to dominate one of his feet; but in the meantime, the others continued their anarch and painful agitation. It's not a good angry bed, Gregory thought, first he tried to get the bottom body out. But that bottom - which I haven't seen yet and
what I couldn't imagine exactly - proved extremely difficult to move. He started the surgery very slowly. He took energy and crawled forward. But he wrongly calculated the direction, hit the foot of bed hard, and subsequent pain revealed to him that the lower part of his body was perhaps, in his new
condition, the most sensitive. He tried, then, to pull out the top, and carefully turned his head to the edge of the bed. He made it without problems and, despite its width and weight, the body finally followed, slowly, the movement initiated by the head. But then he was afraid to continue feeding so, for if he
had dropped so, he would certainly hurt himself in the head; and now less than Gregory ever wanted to lose his senses. I'd rather stay in bed. But when, after performing the same movements in reverse movements, amid great efforts and gasps, he found himself back in the same position and saw his feet
moving, he understood that he couldn't do anything else, and again thought he shouldn't stay in bed and that the sensible thing to do , was to risk everything, even though he had only a slight chance. But he immediately remembered that meditation was quietly better than making drastic decisions. His
eyes were nailed to the window; But, unfortunately, the fog that morning completely disguised the opposite side of the street, little encouragement in him.' Seven hours already, he thought when he heard the alarm clock. Seven hours now, and the fog is still going! For a few moments he lay down,
breathing motionlessly and slowly, as if he were waiting for silence to return him to his normal condition. But shortly afterwards, he thought, Before the seven-fourth, it's essential that I got up. Besides, surely someone from the warehouse will come to ask me, because they open before seven hours. He set
out to get out of bed and swing over his edge. The head, which he planned to keep firmly upright, probably won't be damaged. Her back looked solid and nothing would happen to her when she found her on the carpet. It just made him waver the fear of the tremble it would produce, and who would
certainly scare his family. But there was no choice but to take the risk. Gregory was already with almost half a body out of bed (the new method was like a game because it merely consisted of floating backwards), when he realized that everything would be very simple if someone came your help. Two
solid people (and thinking about their father and maid) would be sufficient. They would only have to pass their arms under his button back, get him out of bed and then get down with the load, let him stretch to the ground, where it had to be accepted that the bones would be useful. Now, and without the
fact that the doors were closed, was it really appropriate to ask for help? Despite the hatred of his situation, he couldn't help but smile. He has so far progressed that a single swing, somewhat more energetic than the previous ones, would be enough to swing him on the edge of the bed. Besides, he would
soon have no choice but to make up his mind, with only five minutes to go up to seven fourth. At that moment, they knocked on the door of the floor. It must be someone from the warehouse, Gregory thought, while his legs floured faster and faster. For a moment everything remained silent. They don't
open up, he thought and clinged to such a far-fetched hope. However, if couldn't help but happen, he heard the hard footsteps of the cleaning approaching the door. And the door opened. Gregory was enough to hear the visitor's first word to realize who he was. He was the manager himself. Why would
Gregory be doomed to work in which the slightest absence immediately arose the most terrible suspicions? Were the employees all scounded? Couldn't there be a good man among them who, after he wasted a few hours in the morning, got angry with repentance and was not in a position to leave bed?
Wasn't it enough to send a boy to ask (suppose that mania to find out was well established), but that the driver himself had to come to find out to an innocent family that only he had the authority to intervene in investigating such a serious matter? And Gregory, excited about these thoughts more than
determined to do so, throws himself out violently from bed. There was a dull blow, but not too much. The carpet gave the fall; his back had greater eltality than Gregory adopted, and it prevented the noise as hard as he feared. But he wasn't careful to keep his head upright enough; He was hurt and the
pain made him rub against the carpet furiously.-Something happened there, the driver said in the room on the left. Gregory tried to think that the driver could one day have the same thing as him today, which is definitely possible. But the driver, like energy-replicating this assumption, took some steps
through the neigh-neighte room, making his patent leather shoes crab. From the adjacent room on the right, the sister aff listened: -Gregory, here's the manager of the I know, Gregory fainted, without daring to let his voice hear until about to let himself hear through his sister.-Gregory, the father finally said
of the next room on the left, the driver came and asked why you didn't take the first train. We don't know what to answer. Besides, he wants to speak to you personally. So please open the door. The lord will be good enough to apologize for the mess of the room.- Good morning, Mr Samsa! The driver then
tame politely, the mother told the latter as the father continued to speak through the door. He's sick, believe me. How else will I miss the train? Gregory just thinks of the warehouse. If it almost had me that I didn't go out any night! Now, for example, he has been here for eight days; Well, not a single night
left the house! Sitting with us around the table read the newspaper quietly or study the mourning. Its only distraction is woodwork. In two or three afternoons, he carved out a marquito. When he sees it, he shall be amazed; It's beautiful. It is placed in his room; now you will see him as soon as Gregory
opens. On the other hand, I'm glad that you came because we wouldn't be able to convince Gregory to open the door. He's so stubborn! He's certainly not good, although he said differently.-I'm going right away, Gregory said faintly, without moving that way not to lose word of the conversation.-Surely it's
like you say mom'am. The boss arranged again. I hope it's nothing serious. Although, on the other hand, I must say that our traders often need to know how to face slight indispositions, to put all business first.-Well, the father asked, became impatient and knocked on the door again; Can the lord come in
now?-No, answered Gregory, in the room on the left there was a pity silence, and in the right room the sister began to sob. Why wouldn't he meet with the others? Of course, he just got up and wouldn't even start dressing. But why did she cry? Perhaps because the brother didn't get up because he didn't
open the door because he was at risk of losing his job, so the owner would force the parents back with the old debt. But right now, these worries haven't come to the story. Gregory was there, and he didn't even think distance from leaving his own. He was lying on the carpet and no one who knew what
condition he was, would have thought he could hide his boss. But these slightly undemnated, which he would later explain satisfactory, wasn't reason enough to ward him. And Gregory thought that, for the time being, instead of bothering him with complaints and sermons, it was better to leave him alone.
But the uncertainty in which they for him exactly what upset others and apologized for his attitude.-Mr Samsa, the manager finally said in a big voice, what does that mean? You have disabled yourself in your room and you just reply with monosyllables. In still you are useless to your parents and, at the
same time, you fail to meet the warehouse in an intolerant way. I speak to you on behalf of your parents and the company, and I strongly ask you to explain yourself immediately and clearly. I'm surprised; I've had you for a formal and judgmental man, and I don't understand these extravagantities. The
truth is that the director this morning proposed a possible explanation of his absence: the charge he tasked last night to cash out. I said that I personally answered that there is no need to think of such a possibility; but for now, in the face of this incomprehensible attitude, I no longer feel like intercede for
you. His position is definitely not very solid. My intention was to tell you all this alone; but because you don't care to waste my time, I don't see why your parents shouldn't hear it. Lately, his work has left many to desire. It is true that it is not in the most business-driven era; we recognize it ourselves. But Mr
Samsa, there is no time, there can be no time, when business is paralyzed. paralyzed.
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